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INTRODUCTION
There are relatively few tools that one can use to show that a field
 .extension KrF is nonrational i.e., not purely transcendental . When K is
a so-called unirational field and of transcendence degree greater than 3,
the primary tool has become so-called unramified cohomology. We are
interested in a particular kind of unirational K, namely, invariant fields.
That is, suppose G is a group and LrF is a rational field extension such
that G acts ``naturally'' on L. We are interested in whether the fixed field
G  <  . 4K s L s x g L s x s x all s g L is rational, or perhaps stably or
 w x.retract rational over F see e.g., 13 .
We consider two kinds of natural actions. Suppose V is a vector space
 .over F and G ; GL V . Then there is an induced action on the functionF
 .field F V . We call such an action ``additive.'' A ``multiplicative'' action,
on the other hand, is of the following sort. Suppose M is a free abelian
 .group and G ; Aut M . For our purposes G will always be finite. FormZ
w x  .the group algebra F M and its field of fractions F M . Then there is an
 .induced action of G on F M . Note that a more general ``twisted'' version
of such an action is defined in Section 1.
More precisely, then, the underlying question for this paper is whether
 .G  .G w x w x w x w xthe fields F V or F M are rational. In 12 , 14 , 17 , and 1 , the
unramified Brauer group was used to show some such fields are nonra-
tional. The unramified Brauer group is, in other language, unramified H 2.
There are, however, many open questions. There are important fields,
including the one described below, where we can still not determine their
* Work supported under NSF grant DMS-94-00650.
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rationality. A new tool is needed. It is natural, then, to look at the
3 w xunramified H defined in 3 and try to use this to show that fields of the
 .G  .G 3form F V and F M are nonrational. The behavior of unramified H
of fields of these forms is the subject of this paper.
 .GThere is a particular F V that has sparked wide interest in several
 .  .areas of algebra and algebraic geometry. Let G s PGL F s GL F rF*n n
be the projective linear group. Let V be a representation of G over F with
a ¨ g V of trivial stabilizer. The most quotable result of this paper is the
following:
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose F is algebraically closed and of characteristic 0.
3  .G .Then the unramified cohomology group H F V , m s 0.u
 .Equivalently, let Z F, n, r be the center of the generic division algebra
of degree n in r G 2 variables. Then:
3  . .THEOREM 4.2. H Z F, n, r , m s 0.u
Note that this result is essentially negative. It says that unramified H 3
cannot be used to rule out the rationality of these fields. We should also
mention that most of this paper is about the unramified H 3 of multiplica-
tive invariant fields. The above results are obtained because those fields
are stably isomorphic to certain multiplicative invariant fields.
w xThis paper is one of a series of at least three papers. In the first 19 , we
studied additive invariant fields, their Brauer groups, and some informa-
3 w xtion about unramified H . In 19 there is also a beginning of the study of
the unramified H 3 of multiplicative invariant fields. We depend heavily
w x w xhere on the results of the first five sections of 19 . In Section 6 of 19 , this
 .author proved Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 in the case n is odd. This
paper does not depend on that material, and we in fact give a significantly
better proof of Theorem 4.1 in the n odd case. It will turn out that the
results quoted above do not need the deepest information about
3  .G . w xH F M , m . There is a third paper 20 in the series that builds on theu
first two and gives further results about these unramified cohomology
groups.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 1 we study more
general multiplicative invariant fields and an associated extension of G by
a profinite abelian group. Section 2 contains a study of the Brauer group
 .of the field F M viewed as a module over G. Most of this section is taken
up with a G invariant description of this Brauer group. Section 3 contains
 .Gsome needed results about the cohomology of fields F M , and in
particular their unramified H 3. Finally, Section 4 proves the above results
with a study of the specific multiplicative invariant field that arises. The
rest of this Introduction contains notation and some preliminary results.
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In this paper, F will always be an algebracially closed field of character-
istic 0. All fields and rings will contain F. All of our results concern
extensions of such F. As noted above, a field extension LrK is called
rational if L is purely transcendental over K. Two fields L > F and K > F
are called stably isomorphic if there is a third field L9 > L, K with L9rL
and L9rK rational. We note for convenience of reference two ``rationality''
results. To state these results, let S be the symmetric group acting onn
 4  41, . . . , n . Let X be the F representation of S with basis x , . . . , xn n 1 n
 .such that s x s x for all s g S . Let G be any finite group and L ai s  i. n
field upon which G acts faithfully. Let Q be a permutation lattice over G.
w xThat is, Q is a Z G module which is a free abelian group and has a Z
w xbasis permuted by G. Suppose the group algebra L Q has an action by G
w xsuch that the canonical exact sequence 0 ª L* ª L Q * ª Q ª 0 is an
exact sequence of G modules. This G action, of course, extends to an
 .action on the field of fractions L Q .
THEOREM 0.1.
 .  w x.  .Sna e. g., 10, p. 235 F X rF is rational.n
 .  .G Gb L Q rL is rational.
 .  .Proof. Of course we have given a reference for a , while b follows
w xfrom exactly the same proof as that of Lemma 1 of 17 .
We will use m to denote the group of roots of 1 in F*. Since F is
 .algebraically closed we can and do identify m with QrZ. In fact, it will
frequently be convenient to write the operation in m additively. Let G be a
w xgroup and M a Z G module torsion-free over Z. A m-extension is an
exact sequence 0 ª m ª M9 ª M ª 0 of G modules. We refer the
w x w xreader 16 or 17 for some background as to why m-extensions arise in
field theory.
Given a field K, it is quite common to use the term ``prime'' for a
 .discrete valuation ring R ; K such that the field of fractions q R is K.
We will call such a ring a height 1 prime. We will often write such primes
as P and then write the discrete valuation ring as R for emphasis. AP
height 2 prime of K is a nonsingular Krull dimension 2 domain R ; K
 .with q R s K. We will often write height 2 primes as C and then write
the ring as R for emphasis. If P is a height 1 prime and C is a height 2C
prime in K, we will write P ; C to mean that there is a height 1 prime,
 .P9, in R such that the localization R s R . Note that by assumptionC C P 9 P
all primes are F primes. That is, R and R always contain F.P C
n .We will use H G, M to denote the standard group cohomology
Ïn .groups. If G is finite or profinite we will use H G, M to denote the Tate
cohomology groups. We will make frequent use of Shapiro's lemma and
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n . n .  wthe corestriction map Cor: H H, M ª H G, M e.g., 2, pp. 73 and
x. w x81 . For ease of reference we record the following results from 2 .
 .  .Theorem 0.2 a below is an explicit form of Shapiro's lemma and part b
uses Shapiro's lemma to define the corestriction. To help with the state-
ments, let H ; G be a subgroup of finite index and let M be an H
G  . w xmodule. Write Ind M to be the G module Z G m M. There is an HH Zw H x
w x w x  .module projection r9: Z G ª Z H defined by setting r9 h s h for
 .h g H and r9 g s 0 for g f H. r9 induces an H module map r :M
G  .Ind M ª M. If it also happens that M is a G module, we can defineH
G  .  .the G map p : Ind M ª M by setting p g m m s gm.M H M
THEOREM 0.2. Let n G 0.
 . w x n G  ..a 2, p. 80 Let n G 1. Consider the composition f : H G, Ind MH
n G  .. n .ª H H, Ind M ª H H, M , where the first map is restriction and theH
second is induced by r . Then f is an isomorphism.M
 . w x n . n .b 2, p. 81 The corestriction Cor: H H, M ª H G, M is the
n . n G  .. n .composition H H, M ª H G, Ind M ª H G, M , where the firstH
 .map is the in¨erse of f from a and the second map is induced by p .M
Let M, N be G modules and assume M is free over Z. It is well known
 w x.e.g., 2, p. 61 that
ExtU M , N ( H* G, Hom M , N . 0.1 .  .  . .G
We need an explicit description of the isomorphism
Ext M , N s Ext1 M , N ( H 1 G, Hom M , N , 0.2 .  .  .  . .G G
which is also well known but without an easy reference. To state the result,
1  ..let b g H G, Hom M, N be a cohomology class and let d gg
 .Hom M, N be a cocycle in the class. We form an extension
0 ª N ª N9 ª M ª 0 0.3 .
as follows. As an abelian group, N9 s N [ M. The G action, however, is
 .   .   ..  ..defined by g n, m s g n q d g m , g m . Note that the cocycleg
condition implies that this is a well defined action.
 .PROPOSITION 0.3. N9 corresponds to an element of Ext M, N whichG
 .has image b under the isomorphism 0.2 .
 .  .Proof. From 0.3 we have the exact sequence 0 ª Hom M, N ª
 .  .Hom M , N9 ª Hom M , M ª 0 and so a boundary map d :
 .  .G 1  ..Hom M, M s Hom M, M ª H G, Hom M, N . The long exact se-G
 .  .quence of Ext applied to 0.3 defined a boundary map d 9: Hom M, MG
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 . w x  .ª Ext M, N . The proof in 2, p. 61 of the isomorphism 0.1 shows thatG
 .it commutes with these boundary maps. An element b9 g Ext M, NG
 .  .corresponds to the extension 0.3 if and only if b9 s d 9 i , where i is the
 .identity map. Thus it suffices to show that d i s b. Since N9 s N [ M as
 .  .abelian groups, we can define i9: M ª N9 by setting i9 m s 0, m . Of
course i9 is not a G morphism, but is an inverse image of i. We now
 . .   . .compute that gi9 y i9 m s d m , 0 and we are done by the definitiong
of d .
 .As our final bit of notation we write r n to be the root of unity that has
been identified with 1rn q Z g QrZ. Let a, b g K*. The symbol algebra
 .a, b is the central simple algebra of degree n and center K generatedn, K
n n  .by a and b subject to the relations a s a, b s b, and ab s r n ba
 w x .e.g., 5, p. 78 , where notation and terminology are a bit different .
1. LATTICES AND GALOIS PAIRS
Let G be a profinite group and M a Z torsion-free G module of finite
rank. That is, M s M m Q is finite dimensional over Q. Let 0 ª m ªQ Z
M9 ª M ª 0 be a m-extension over G. As always, we identify m with
QrZ.
 .  .We define the field F M with G action as follows. As a field, F M is
w x w xthe field of fractions of the group algebra F M . Let e: M ª F M * be
w xthe canonical map and extend it in the obvious way to e: m [ M ª F M *.
As an abelian group we can identify M9 with m [ M and thus have a G
action on m [ M. By the universality property of the group algebra, the G
 . w xaction on e m [ M9 extends to an action of G on the algebra F M and
 .so induces an action on the field of fractions F M . Note that this is a
w x w x``twisted'' multiplicative action as was studied in 16 and 17 . Altogether,
 .we have a G morphism e: M9 ª F M *. Since M9 is written additively, we
 .  .  .have that e m q m9 s e m e m9 for m, m9 g M9.
Given M, set M s M m Q s M X since m is torsion. Also set A sQ Z Q
Ä .Hom M rM, m . We define a m-extension 0 ª m ª M ª M ª 0 overQ Q
ÄA as follows. As an abelian group, M s m [ M . If a g A, we setQ
Ä ..   . .a r, m s r q a m , m . Obviously, A acts trivially on M s Mrm.Q
 .  .  .ÄThe field F M is a Kummer extension of F M infinite if nontrivial and
has an A action. It is immediate from Kummer theory that:
Ä .  .LEMMA 1.1. A is the Galois group of F M rF M .
Because of Lemma 1.1 it is natural to view A as a profinite group whose
Äopen subsets are just the subgroups of finite index. We call A, M a Galois
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pair. The elementary properties of Galois pairs are given by:
PROPOSITION 1.2.
1 Ä .  .a H A, M s 0.
n n Ä .  .  .b If n G 2, then H A, m ( H A, M ¨ia the map induced by
inclusion.
Ä A .  .c The fixed submodule M s M9.
 . 1 .  .d H A, m s Hom A, m s M rM.c Q
 .Proof. Part c is an easy computation. Since M is uniquely divisibleQ
n .and A acts trivially, H A, M s 0 for n G 1. This and the long exactQ
 .  .  .sequence imply b . Part d is just duality. As for a , we have that
1 1 Ä .  .  .H A, m s H A, M is surjective, so to prove a it suffices to show this
1 .  .  .map is 0. Suppose h g H A, m s Hom A, m . By part d , there is anc
Ä .  .  .  .m g M with h a s a m for all a g A. Thus in M, a 1, m r 1, m sQ
1 Ä .  .  .h a . This shows that h maps to 0 in H A, M , which proves a .
 .In the rest of this section, we will use Proposition 1.2 d to identify
1 .  .H A, m s Hom A, m with M rM. At the same time, let us use thec Q
 .   . .map m q qM ª m m 1rq q M to identify MrqM with a submodule
of M rM.Q
In our discussion so far, we have ignored the action of G on M9. We
Ä .  .know that A is the Galois group of F M rF M . If N is the subgroup of
 .  .GG acting trivially on M9, then GrN is the Galois group of F M rF M .
Ä .  .Since e M9 is a G invariant set and F M is constructed by taking the
Ä G .  .  .roots of all the elements of e M9 , it follows that F M rF M is a
ÄGalois extension with Galois group we call G0. We set G to be the
pullback of G0 ª GrN and G ª GrN. It follows that A is a normal
Ä Ä .subgroup of G with quotient G. Since e M are exactly the roots of
Ä Ä Ä .elements of e M9 , there is an induced action of G on M. Call G the
canonical extension of A by G defined by M9. The conjugation action of
G on A is just the action induced by G's action on M . If M9 is a splitQ
Ä Ä .m-extension, it is easy to see the action of GrN extends to F M and so G
is the semidirect product of A and G.
Let us note an easy cohomological fact proven exactly like Proposition
 .1.2. b .
n Ä n Ä Ä .  .LEMMA 1.3. If n G 2, then H G, m ( H G, M ¨ia the map induced
by inclusion.
n Ä .  .Proof. As in Proposition 1.2 b it suffices to prove that H G, M s 0Q
for all n G 1. However, this is immediate because M is torsion-freeQ
Ädivisible and of course G has a normal subgroup of finite index acting
Ä .trivially note that the same is not true for M .
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Ä ÄAlthough we used Galois theory to describe G and its action on M, let
us next make the elementary observation that there is only one choice for
 .this action. To ease the statement of Proposition 1.4 b below, define a
homomorphisms of m-extensions M9 and M X over G to be a commutative1
diagram:
0 ªm ªM9 ª M ª 0
5 x x
X0 ªm ªM ªM ª 0.1 1
PROPOSITION 1.4. Assume G acts faithfully on M9 and M X.1
Ä .a Suppose G9 is an extension of A by G such that A acts on M as
Ä A .abo¨e and the induced action of G on M s M9 is the gi¨ en action of G.
Ä Ä .Then as subgroups of Aut M , G s G9.
 . Xb Suppose M9 ª M is a homomorphism of m-extensions as abo¨e1
Ä Ä Xand suppose A , M , and G are as defined abo¨e but using M . Then there1 1 1 1
Ä Ä Ä Äare compatible homomorphisms G ª G and M ª M which induce the1 1
identity on G and the gi¨ en map on M.
 .Proof. To prove a , note that A acts trivially on M so there is anQ
induced action of G on M . Since M s M m Q, this action is uniquelyQ Q
determined by the action of G on M. If s g G, let u be a preimage of ss
 .   .  ..in G9. Then for m g M , u 1, m s h m , s m and the only ambigu-Q s s
ity is in the choice of h : M ª m. However, two choices of h must agrees Q s
 .on M; that is, they must differ by an element of A. This proves a .
 . XAs for b , let E be the kernel of M9 ª M and assume first of all that1
M9 ª M X is surjective. Clearly, E is a G submodule, torsion-free, and1
 .maps to a direct summand as abelian groups of M. It follows that there is
 .a splitting as abelian groups M ª M9 with image containing E. This
induces a splitting of M , and using these splittings the map M ª M can1 1
be written as Id [ f : m [ M9 ª m [ M X. There is an induced surjection1
 .M ª M that sends M to M , and hence an induced injectionQ 1 Q 1
ÄA ª A. The splitting M ª M9 can be extended to M ª M and we1 Q
Ä Ädefine E ; M to be the image of E m Q ; M . Let u g G be a liftingQ Z Q s
 .  .of s g G as above, define again as above h by u 1, m ss s
Ä  .  ..h m , s m , where we have written M s m [ M via the splitting justs Q
 .chosen. Since E is a G-submodule, h E s 1. Since E rE is a directs Q
summand of M rM, there is an a g A which agrees with h on E . InQ s Q
other words, there is a choice of u which preserves E . If G9 is thes Q
Äsubgroup of G generated by the image of A and these u s, there is an1 s
Ä Äinduced action of G9 on MrE . However, MrE can be identified withQ Q
Ä Ä .M and by a the action of G9 can be identified with that of G . This1 1
 . Xproves b in the case M9 ª M is surjective.1
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It therefore suffices to consider the case M9 ª M X is injective, and1
Ä Ä .  .  .  .hence an inclusion. Now F M ; F M and so F M ; F M and the1 1
result follows from Galois theory.
In a future work we will require a more explicit description of the
relationship between the the m-extension M and the extension of G by A
Ä 2 Ä .  .we call G. Let g g H G, A correspond to G. Let b g Ext M, mG
w x  . 1  ..correspond to M9. By, e.g., 2, p. 61 , Ext M, m ( H G, Hom M, mG
and we use this isomorphism to identify these two groups. Since m is
injective as an abelian group, there is an exact sequence 0 ª A ª
 .  .Hom M , m ª Hom M, m ª 0 and so a coboundary map d :Q
1  .. 2 .H G, Hom M, m ª H G, A .
PROPOSITION 1.5.
 .  .a d b s g .
Ä .b G is a split extension of G by A if and only if M is a split
m-extension.
 .Proof. To begin with a , let d : M ª m represent a one cocycle in theg
class of b. By Proposition 0.3, d describes M9 as follows. As an abeliang
group, M9 s m [ M. If g g G, then the G action on M9 can be given by
 .    ..  .. X Xg r, m s r q d G m , g m . Let d : M ª m be an extension ofg g Q
Ä Ä X .    ..  ..d . Define u : M ( M by setting u r, m s r q d g m , g m , whereg g g g
X Äm g M . Clearly u is in G and is a preimage of g. We compute thatQ g
 .y1 .  X  .  .y1 .  X  .u u u r, m s u u r y d m , gh m s u r y d m qg h g h g h g h g g h
X  y 1 . y 1 .  X  . X  y 1 . X  . .d g m , g m s r y d m q d g m q d m , m . Nowh g h h g
X  y1 .  . . y1d g m s gd m and so u u u is an element of A which, viewedh h g h g h
 . X X X  .as in Hom M rM, m , is just gd q d y d . This proves a .Q h g g h
 . w xAs for b , M is a direct summand of a free module over Q G . ItQ
1  ..  .  .follows that H G, Hom M , m s 0 and so b follows from a and theQ
long exact cohomology sequence.
 .2. THE BRAUER GROUP OF F M
Let G be a finite group and let M be a G lattice. That is, M is a finitely
w xgenerated Z torsion-free Z G module. Assume F is a field of characteris-
tic 0 containing all roots of 1 as before. Consider the split m-extension
 .m [ M and the associated action of G on F M . This kind of action will
be called a ``multiplicative'' action in order to contrast it with an ``additive''
  ..action recalled below. We are interested in a description of Br F M as a
G module.
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To put this question in context, let V be a finite dimensional represen-
 .tation of G over F. Then the rational function field F V has a natural
 . w xaction called ``additive'' . In 19 , we described the G module structure of
  ..Br F V . As we will see, the multiplicative case is a bit more complicated.
 .  w xOf course, F M rF is rational, so its Brauer group is ``known'' e.g., 19
.   ..Theorem 1.4 . What we require is a description of Br F M that is G
invariant. This is the subject of this section.
w x   ..It was shown in 19, Theorem 1.12 that the quotient Br F M r
 w x.Br F M fits into an exact sequence
w x0 ª Br F M rBr F M ª x P ª QrZ ª 0, 2.1 .  .  . .  . [ [
P C
where we describe these symbols as follows. The leftmost direct sum is
w x  .over all height 1 primes P ; F M . x P is the character group
 .Hom G , m , where G is the absolute Galois group of the residueC F P . F P .
 .   ..field F P and m ; F is the group of roots of 1. The map Br F M ª
 .  w x x.x P is the ramification map at P eg., 19 before Lemma 3.2 . We
denote it by r . The rightmost direct sum is over all height 2 primesP
w x  .C ; F M . The map x P ª QrZ associated to a C is nonzero only if
w xP ; C and is the ramification map defined in, e.g., 19, after Lemma 1.2 .
w xSecond, we also showed in 19, Theorem 1.12 that
2
w xBr F M ( M m QrZ. . H /
These two results, unfortunately, are insufficient as a description. For
1  w x..example, we will need to describe the kernel of H G, Br F M ª
1   ...H G, Br F M .
  ..To give, then, a better description of Br F M we need to include more
w xprimes than those of F M . To this end we define lattice primes as follows.
Suppose F: M ª Z is a surjective abelian group homomorphism. Associ-
w x  .ated to f we define a lattice prime as follows. If a g F M set ¨ a to bef
 .the minimum of all f m , where m appears as a nonzero term of a . This
 .can easily be seen to extend to a valuation of F M in the usual way.
However, the following alternate description of ¨ leaves no doubt.f
 .Suppose x g M satisfies f x s 1. Let M ; M be the kernel of f.f
w x w xw xForm the group ring F M and the polynomial ring F M x . Clearlyf f
w x w xw y1 xF M s F M x, x . The valuation ¨ is just then the valuation associ-f f
w xw x  .ated to ``x'' in F M x . Clearly, then, ¨ has residue field F M .f f f
To find a larger G invariant set of primes we will look to lattice primes.
It is clumsy to look at all lattice primes, so we will pick out a finite G
invariant set as follows. Let Q be a permutation G lattice with Z basis S
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 .permuted by G. Denote by M* s Hom M, Z the dual lattice. Assume
that there is a G module surjection f : Q ª M* such that:
 . .1. For all s g S, f s M s Z.
 .  .2. For all pairs s, t g S, s / t, f s , f t generate a rank 2 direct
summand of M*.
If Q, S, and f satisfy statements 1 and 2, we say they are 2-regular. Note
 .that unless S has one element a trivial case 2-regularity is equivalent to:
 . .3. For all pairs s, t g S, s / t, there are x, y g M such that f s x
 . .  . .  . .s f t y s 1 and f s y s f t x s 0.
We observe that finding a Q, S, and f satisfying statement 1 is trivial.
However, we do not know if for all M there always is a 2-regular Q, S, and
f. In the cases we need, we will explicitly find the Q, etc. In much of the
 .rest of this section f will be fixed and so we will be sloppy and write f s
simply as s.
w xLet us call the height 1 primes of F M integral primes and write the set
of them as P . For all s g S we consider the lattice prime ¨ or P andi s s
write the set of all such primes as P . The full set of primes P s P j Pl i l
is clearly G invariant and is the set we are seeking. Recall that if P g P
we write the corresponding discrete valuation ring as R for emphasis.P
Having enlarged the set of height 1 primes, we must next enlarge the set
of height 2 primes. Strictly speaking we have identified such an ideal with
its localization which is a regular local ring of Krull dimension 2 and field
 .of fractions F M . Thus we wish to enlarge the set of such rings beyond
w xthe usual localizations of C ; F M . However, to begin with we call such
a C an integral height 2 prime and denote the set of them by C .i
We need to define two more classes of height 2 primes. First of all, let
 .s g S and choose x g M with s x s 1. Let M be the kernel of s, ands
w x w xw xd ; F M a height 1 prime. In F M x the height 2 ideal generated by ds s
and x is easily seen to be prime with localization a regular local ring of
dimension 2. Note that this ideal and ring is independent of the choice of
 .x for a fixed s. We write this prime as d , s . We call such height 2 primes
 .mixed and write the set of all such for all choices of s and d as C .m
Finally, suppose s, t g S are distinct. Choose x, y g M as in statement 3
above. Let M s M l M and consider the polynomial ring in twos, t s t
w xw x w x  .variables F M x, y ; F M . Let s, t be the height 2 prime generateds, t
 .by x, y, or more properly, s, t is the regular two dimensional local ring
that is the localization of that ideal. Note that this makes sense as the ideal
is independent of the choice of x and y. We call such a height 2 prime a
 .lattice prime and denote the set of all of them for all s, t as C . The fulll
set of height 2 primes is C s C j C j C . Let me repeat that fori m l
C g C , we will write the local ring as R .C
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Next, we show that we have a complete list of height 1 and 2 primes.
More precisely, we show that if C g C and P9 ; R is a height 1 prime,C
then R s R for a P g P. Along the way, we will show which inclusionsP 9 P
between Ps and Cs are possible. To begin with, let C g C and supposei
w xP9 ; R is a height 1 prime. Since R is a localization of F M , P9 mustC C
w xbe the extension of a height 1 prime of F M . In other language, P9
corresponds to a P g P .i
 .  .If C s d , s g C , let x g M satisfy s x s 1. Then R is a localiza-m C
w xw xtion of F M x . If P9 ; R is a prime of height 1, then P s P9 ls C
w xw x w xw xF M x is a prime of height 1. Since F M x is a unique factorizations s
 . rdomain, P s a is a principal ideal for some a s f q f x q ??? qf x g0 1 r
w xw x  .  .F M x . Since P ; d , x , it is possible that P s x or, equivalently, Ps
 . w xis the lattice prime s . Otherwise, P defines a prime of F M . That is,
R s R for some P g P . Note that P s d is possible, where we haveP 9 P i
w xidentified d with the ideal it generates in F M .
 .Finally, suppose C s s, t g C . Then R is a localization ofl C
w xw xF M x, y , where x, y are as in statement 3 above. If P9 ; R hass, t C
 .  .height 1, then arguing as above we have R s R for P s s , P s t , orP 9 P
some P g P . We have shown:i
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose C g C and P9 ; R is a height 1 prime. ThenC
 .there is a P g P such that R s R . If C g C , then P g P . If C sP C P 9 i i
 .  .  .  .d , s g C , then P s s or P g P . If C s s, t g C , then P s s ,m i l
 .P s t , or P g P .i
The surjection Q ª M* induces, by taking duals, the injection M ª Q*.
 < 4  .The lattice Q* has a basis q s g S , where for t g S, q t s 1 if s s ts s
 .and q t s 0 otherwise. The map M ª Q* can be written m ªs
 . s m q .sg S s
 .Suppose p g Q* and np s m g M for some integer n. Then s m s
 .  .s np g nZ for all s g S. Since Q ª M* is surjective, f m g nZ for all
f g M*. Thus m s nm9 for some m9 g M. Since Q* is torsion-free,
nm9 s np implies that p s m9 g M. In other words, Q*rM is torsion-free
and hence another G lattice.
 w x.Remark. Spec F M is an algebraic torus. The lattice primes we
define above could be considered to be codimension 1 or 2 subvarieties of
 w x.  w x.partial compactifications of Spec F M e.g., 7 . We do not introduce
this point of view because it is not at all clear that they can all be viewed as
subvarieties of a single partial compactification.
Next, let n be an integer and for all s g S, consider
M m ZrnZ ; M m ZrnZ.s
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LEMMA 2.2.
 .a F M m ZrnZ s 0.sg S s
 .  .b F M m M m ZrnZ s 0 , all modules considered as submod-sg S s
ules of M m M m ZrnZ.
 .  .c F M n M m ZrnZ s 0 , all modules considered as submod-sg S s s
 .ules of M n M m ZrnZ.
 .Proof. First consider a . As maps of abelian groups, each s: M ª Z
splits since Z is free. Thus each s g S induces s: M m ZrnZ ª ZrnZ
 .with kernel M m ZrnZ. Any m in the left side of a has a preimages
 .m9 g M such that s m9 g nZ for all s g S. Thus m9 g nQ*. Since M is
 .an abelian group direct summand of Q* by the proof of Lemma 2.1 ,
m9 g nM and so m s 0.
 .Part b now follows because M m ZrnZ is free over ZrnZ. Finally,
M n M m ZrnZ can be embedded in M m M m ZrnZ and, with respect
 .to this embedding, M n M m ZrnZ ; M m M m ZrnZ, so c follows.s s s
Remark. In most of this paper we will confine ourselves to lattices or,
equivalently, split m-extensions. However we will point out where general-
izations are possible. Suppose M9 is an arbitrary m-extension over G and
s: M9 ª Z is a surjective abelian group homomorphism. Set M s M9rm.
w x w xAs a ring, F M9 is just F M with a twisted action. It follows that s again
 .  .defines a prime s of F M9 with stabilizer G exactly the stabilizer of s.s
X  .Furthermore, let M be the kernel of s. The residue field of s is clearlys
 X .F M as fields with G actions.s s
We are ready to show that P has enough elements to detect the whole
 .Brauer group of F M . To this end recall that for any prime P g P there
  ..  .is a ramification map r : Br F M ª x P . Adding these r 's we have aP P
  ..  .map r : Br F M ª [ x P .P g P
  ..  .PROPOSITION 2.3. r : Br F M ª [ x P is injecti¨ e.P g P
  ..Proof. Suppose a g Br F M is in the kernel of r. Since P ; P,i
 .  w x. 2sequence 2.1 shows that a g Br F M ( H M m QrZ. Let a 9 be the
 2 . 2image of a in H M m QrZ. Choose n such that a 9 g H M m ZrnZ.
 2 .If a 9 / 0 choose, by Lemma 2.2, an s g S such that a 9 f H M ms
 .ZrnZ. To express this more concretely, choose x g M such that s x s 1.
Then a 9 has a preimage in H2 M that equals  m n mX q m n x, wherei i i 0
X  w x.all m , m , m g M and m f nM . Translating back to Br F M we can0 i i s 0 s
w xw  .  .. x w x  .write a s A e m , e x , where A is unramified at P s s and e:0 n
 . w xM ª F M * is the canonical map. Thus by, e.g., 19, Proposition 1.1 ,
 .  .   ..  .1r nr a g x P s x F M is the extension defined by e m . ThisP s 0
contradiction proves the proposition.
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Our next task is to extend the above sequence by one group. We begin
by stating the result.
PROPOSITION 2.4. The sequence
Br F M ª x P ª QrZ 2.2 .  .  . . [ [
PgP CgC
is exact.
Proof. For any C g C , we know that R is a two dimensional nonsin-C
 w .  .gular local ring. Therefore e.g., 19, Proposition 1.3 the sequence 2 is a
complex.
 .Conversely, suppose b g [ x P is in the kernel. Write b s b qiP g P
 .  .b , where b g [ x P and b g [ x P . If C g C , we sawl i l iP g P P g Pi l
above that all P ; C are integral. Thus b maps to 0 in [ QrZ. Fromi C g C i .   ..2.1 we know that there is an a g Br F M that maps to b . In otheri
words, by modifying b by the image of a we may assume b s b .l
 .  .Suppose P s s is in P and x g x P is the component of b. Nowl
 .  . 1r n w xF P s F M and x is defined by g for some g g F M . Suppose gs s
n w x w xdoes not have the form uy for u g F M * and some y g F M . Thens s
w xthere is a prime d g F M dividing g with exponent k not a multiple ofs
 .n. In the component of [ QrZ corresponding to C s d , s , x hasC g C
w ximage krn q Z 19, after Lemma 1.2 , but there are no other lattice
primes in C, and b is nonzero only at lattice primes. This contradiction
 .shows that b is in the subgroup of [ x P consisting of all b whichP g P
are zero at integral primes and characters defined by elements of M at alls
lattice primes. This subgroup can be identified with [ M m QrZ,s s.g S
 .1r nwhere we have identified the character defined by e m with thes
 .element m m 1rn q QrZ .s
Returning to b g [ M m QrZ as above, it suffices to show b is inssg S
 w x.  .the image of Br F M , which we can identify with M n M m QrZ.
LEMMA 2.5. There is a commutati¨ e diagram
f
 .M n M m QrZ ª M m QrZ[ s
sgS
i x x g
h
M m M m QrZ ª M m Q* m QrZ,
where the maps are as follows. f is the map induced by the ramification map,
g identifies m m r in the s component with m m q m r, h is the ob¨iouss s s
 .  .inclusion, and i m n m m r s m m m y m m m m r.1 2 1 2 2 1
 .  .Proof. a s m n m m 1rn q Z has been identified with the1 2
w  .  .. x  w x.Brauer class of the symbol algebra e m , e m g Br F M . If s g S,1 2 n
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 . X Xchoose x g M with s x s 1. Write m s m q r x, where m g M . Ofi i i i s
 . w  .  .. .x w  X .  X .. xcourse, s m s r . Then e m , e m s e m , e m qi i 1 2 n 1 2 n
w  X .  . r2 . x w  X .  .yr 1. x w  . r1  . r2 . xe m , e x q e m , e x q e x , e x . Thus by, e.g.,1 n 2 n n
w x  .19, Proposition 1.1 , the ramification of a at s is defined by
  X .. r2   X .. r1.1r n  .  Xe m r e m . In other language, f a has s component r m1 2 2 1
X .  .y r m m 1rn q Z .1 2
 .  .  .On the other hand, i a s m m m y m m m m 1rn q Z . As an1 2 2 1
 .element of P, m s  s m q . Thusi sg S i s
h i a s s m m m q m 1rn q Z .  .  . .  2 1 s
sgS
y s m m m q m 1rn q Z , .  . 1 2 s
sgS
  .  . .  .which equals  s m m y s m m m q m 1rn q Z . Since m ssg S 2 1 1 2 s 1
X X  .  . Xm q R x and m s m q r x, we have s m m y s m m s r m q1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
X X Xr r x y r m y r r x s r m y r m . This proves the lemma.2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2
Returning to the proof of Proposition 2.4, we must show that viewing b
as an element of [ M m QrZ, b is in the image of f. Now anyssg S
element of [ M m QrZ has image equal to 0 in any component ofssg S
[ QrZ with C f C . Thus the useful information we have about b islC g C
2 .that b maps to 0 in [ QrZ. Form the symmetric square S Q* . s, t .g C l2 .Define k : [ QrZ ª S Q* m QrZ as follows. If a g QrZ iss, t s, t .g C l  .  .the component of a g [ QrZ corresponding to s, t set k a s s, t .g C l
2 . q q m a . Since S Q* is the free abelian group with this basis s, t .g C s t s, tl
 < 4q q s, t g S , k is clearly in injection. The extensions t
0 ª M ª Q* ª Q*rM ª 0 2.3 .
2 .induces a filtration 0 ; R ; R ; R s S Q* as follows. R is gener-1 2 3 1
ated by all m m , where m g M. R is generated by all mp, where1 2 i 2
2 .m g M and p g Q*. Then R rR ( S Q*rM , R rR ( M m Q*rM,3 2 2 1
2 .  .and R ( S M . The extension 2.3 splits as abelian groups so this is all1
still true after tensoring by QrZ.
LEMMA 2.6. The following diagram commutes,
g
M m QrZ ª M m Q* m QrZ[ s
sgS
r x x p
k 2 .QrZ ª S Q* m QrZ ,[
 .s, t gCl
where g is as in Lemma 2.5, k is as defined abo¨e, p is gotten by tensoring by
2 .QrZ the composition of natural maps M m Q* ª Q* m Q* ª S Q* , and
 .r is induced by the map [ x P ª [ QrZ.P g P C g C
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   ...   ..Proof. p g m m 1rn q Z s p m m q m 1rn q Z ss s s
 .  .  . t m q q m 1rn q Z because m s  t m q . On the othert g S s s t s t g S s t
  ..  .hand, m m 1rn q Z has been identified with the cover of F Ms s
 .1r ndefined by e m . This cover only ramifies on C g C and only thoses l
 .C of the form s, t for some t / s. The ramification of this cover at
 .  .    ...s, t is t m rn q Z. Thus k r m m 1rn q Z s  q q ms s t / s s t
  . .  .  .  .t m rn q Z s  t m q q m 1rn q Z . Since s m s 0, thes t / s s s t s
lemma is proved.
 .If p is as in the above lemma, then p M m Q* m QrZ s R m QrZ2
and the induced map M m Q* m QrZ ª R m QrZ ª M m Q*rM m2
 .QrZ is the natural one with kernel M m M m QrZ. Since r b s 0, we
  ...  .have from Lemma 2.6 that p g b s 0. Thus g b must lie in M m M
 .m QrZ. It is clear that p M m M m QrZ s R m QrZ, M m M m QrZ1
2 .  .ª R m QrZ ( S M m QrZ is the natural map, and g b is in this1
 .kernel also. Thus g b is in the image of M n M m QrZ. Since g is
injective, we have proved Proposition 2.4.
We are ready to tackle the end of our exact sequence. Unfortunately, it
 .is not true that f: [ x P ª [ QrZ is onto, so we mustP g P C g C
compute the cokernel. Together with what we have already shown, the full
result is:
THEOREM 2.7. Let G be a finite group and let M be a G lattice. Suppose
Q is a permutation lattice with basis S and Q ª M* is a surjection that is
2-regular. Let M ; Q* be the dual to the abo¨e surjection. If P and C are as
abo¨e, the following sequence is exact where all maps are G module homo-
morphisms:
f
20 ª Br F M ª x P ª QrZ ª S Q*rM m QrZ ª 0. .  .  . . [ [
PgP CgC
2.4 .
Proof. The key observation in the proof of Theorem 2.7 is the fol-
lowing:
  ..PROPOSITION 2.8. [ QrZ s f [ x P q [ QrZ.C g C P g P C g C l
Proof. Let r g QrZ and let r g [ QrZ be the element that is rC C g C
  ..at C g C and 0 elsewhere. It suffices to show r g f [ x P qC P g P
[ QrZ for all C g C and all r of the form 1rn q Z. If C g C , thislC g C l  .   ...is obvious. If C s d , s g C , let x g x F s be the character definedm
1r n  .by d . The zeroes and pole of x are equal to 1rn q Z at d , s and
 .  .  .t d rn q Z at s, t for t / s, where t: F M ª Z is the induced valua-
 .tion. Thus f x y r g [ QrZ.C C g C l
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Next suppose C g C . Choose a Z basis for M and let V be the F lineari
 . w xspan of this set in F M . Then the polynomial ring F V is contained in
w x w xF M . Arguing as in 19, proof of Theorem 1.4 , choose a linear subspace
 .L ; V so that the projection p : V ª VrL is finite on C. Set C9 s p C
y1 .and E s p C9 , which is closed irreducible in V of codimension 1. We
w x  .saw in 19, proof of Proposition 1.6 , that there was a f g F E * such that
f has a zero of order 1 at C and no zeroes or poles at any other height 2
w x w xprime of F V and hence of F M . Of course, f will have zeroes and poles
at the mixed and lattice C. Let x be the character defined by f 1r n in
  ..  .x F E . It follows that f x y r g [ QrZ. Combining thisC C g C j Cm l
with the result of the above paragraph, the proposition is proven.
Thus the cokernel of f is isomorphic to
QrZ[
CgCl .
f x P l QrZ .[ [ /
PgP CgCl
We therefore will finish the proof of Theorem 2.7 by computing
  ..  .f [ x P l [ QrZ. To begin with, suppose b g [ x PP g P C g C P g Pl
 .  .and f b g [ QrZ. Write b s b q b , where b g [ x P1 2 1C g C P g Pl i .and b g [ x P . It follows that b maps to 0 in [ QrZ. By2 1P g P C g Cl i .   ..  w x.2.1 , b is the image of some a 9 g Br F M rBr F M . In other words,1
  ..we can modify b by something in the image of Br F M so that b s 0.1
This implies that
f x P l QrZ s f x P l QrZ. .  .[ [ [ [ /  /
PgP CgC PgP CgCl l l
 .  .Next suppose b g [ x P satisfies f b g [ QrZ. Let b besP g P C g Cl l  ...   .. 1r mthe component of b in x F s s x F M . Let b be defined by xs s s
w x w xfor x g F M . Now F M is a unique factorization domain. If x iss s s s
divisible by a prime d , where d is not a power of m, then b ramifies ats
 .  .d , s . Since no other b can ramify at d , s , this is a contradiction. Itt
 .1r nfollows that we can assume the b are defined by e m for m g M .s s s s
We have identified the group of such b with the group N m QrZ,
where N ; M m Q* is spanned by all elements of the form m m q ,s s
 2 . .where m g M . The group [ QrZ can be identified with S Q*s s DC g C l2 . 2 .m QrZ, where S Q* ; S Q* is spanned by all q q , where s / t. LetD s t
2 .f9: M m Q* ª Q* m Q* ª S Q* be the natural map. Then f : N m
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 2 . .QrZ ª S Q* m QrZ is just the restriction of f9 m 1. In particular,D
the image of f9 m 1 is just R m QrZ. Thus the cokernel of f9 m 1 is2
2 .S Q*rM m QrZ. If K is the cokernel of f, there is a natural map c :
2 . 2 .K ª S Q*rM m QrZ. Suppose s g S Q* and let x g M be suchD
 . 2 . 2  . 2 .that s x s 1. Then in S Q* , q y f9 x m q g S Q* . It follows thats s D
c is surjective.
  ..To show c is injective, suppose c b q f N m QrZ s 0 for b g
2 .  . .S Q* m QrZ. That is, b s f9 m 1 a , where a g M m Q* m QrZ.D
 .Write a s a 9 m 1rn q Z for some a 9 g M m Q* and n. Write a 9 s
 .  . 2 r m q for some r g M. f9 a 9 s   t r q q . Thus the q coeffi-i s s s t s s t s s
 .  .  . .  .cient of f9 a 9 is s r . Since b s f9 m 1 a g S m QrZ, s r must bes s
 .divisible by n. Choose x g M such that s x s 1. Now a also equalss s
  . .  . m y s m x m q m 1rn q Z , which is an element of N m QrZ.s s s s s
This shows c is an isomorphism.
As we said, our goal in having Theorem 2.7 was to be able to analyze
1   ..groups like H G, Br F M . We can do this because we now have the
following diagram.
THEOREM 2.9. The following diagram commutes, where the maps are all
ob¨ious or pre¨iously defined. Furthermore, all rows and columns commute:
0 0 0
­ ­ ­
 .w xBr F M rBr F m ¨ x P ª QrZ ª 0 . .  . [ [
PgP Cg Ci i
­ ­ ­
2 .Br F M ¨ x P ª QrZ ¸S Q*rM m QrZ .  . . [ [
PgP Cg C
5­ ­ ­
2 ..Br F M ¨ x s ª QrZ ¸S Q*rM m QrZ .  . . [ [
 . CgC jCs gP m ll
­ ­ ­
0 0 0
Here ¨ is always an injection and ¸ means a surjection.
w xProof. The top row is exact by 19, Theorem 1.12 , and the exactness of
the middle row is from Theorem 2.7. The exactness of the bottom row
follows.
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By the proof of Theorem 2.7 we have:
LEMMA 2.10. The following diagram commutes and has exact rows:
2 .w xBr F M ¨ x s ª QrZ ¸S Q*rM m QrZ . .  .[ [
 . CgC jCs gP m ll
5 5­ ­
2 .  .w xBr F M ¨ M m QrZ ª QrZ ¸S Q*rM m QrZ. . [ [s
 .  .s gP s, t gCl l
In order to use these two diagrams, we need a few remarks. Let G ; Gs
be the stabilizer of s g S.
 .  ..LEMMA 2.11. The cokernel of [ M m QrZ ª [ x s iss s.g P  s.g Pl l
T s [ T m QrZ, where T is a permutation G module.s s s s.g P l
 ..  .Proof. By Kummer theory the quotient x s r M m QrZ is T ms s
  . w x .QrZ, where T s F M *rF M * . T is a permutation module becauses s s s
w xF M is a unique factorization domain.s
 ..  .Let R9, R be the images of [ x s and [ M m QrZ ins s.g P  s.g Pl l[ QrZ and [ QrZ, respectively. The next lemma yieldsC g C j C  s, t .g Cm l l
the relationship between R, R9, and T.
LEMMA 2.12. The following commutati¨ e diagram commutes and has
exact rows and columns:
0 0
x x
2 .0 ª R ª QrZ ªS Q*rM m QrZ ª0[
 .s, t gCl
5x x
2 .0 ªR9 ª QrZ ªS Q*rM m QrZ ª0[
CgC jCm l
x
T
x
0.
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 2.11.
Since we will apply cohomology functors to the diagram in Theorem 2.9,
it will be useful to note trivial cohomology when we can, as in the next
lemma.,
Ï0  ...LEMMA 2.13. H G, [ x s s 0. s.g P l
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Ï0  ...Proof. By Shapiro's lemma, it suffices to show that H G , x s s 0.s
A nonzero element of this group is represented by a G fixed characters
  ..  .x g x F M . To x is associated a cyclic extension L > F M . Since xs s
 .Gs w x 2 . 2  . .is fixed, LrF M is Galois. By 14, p. 228 , H G , m ª H G , F M *s s s s
 . 2 .is injective. Let C be the Galois group of LrF M and let c g H G , Cs s
correspond to the group extension induced by the Galois group G9 of
 .GsLrF M . Use x to give an embedding C ; m. Let H be the absolutes s
 .GsGalois group of F M . Since the natural map H ª G lifts to H ª G9,s s s s
2 .c maps to 0 in H H , m . However, as inflation is injective on Brauers
2  . .groups, c maps to 0 in H G , F M * and hence c maps to 0 ins s
2 . w x   .Gs.H G , m . By 19, proof of Theorem 4.3 , x is in the image of x F M .s s
Since this last group is divisible, x is a norm.
We can now gather together some important facts about the diagram in
2 . 2 .Theorem 2.9. Recall that S Q* is the subgroup of S Q* generated byD
all q q for s / t.s t
1  w x.. 1THEOREM 2.14. The kernel of H G, Br F M ª H G, [sg P lÏ0 Ïy1 ...  . x s is equal to H G, R9 , which is the cokernel of H G, [C g C j Cm lÏy1 2 Ï0 Ï0.   . .  .  .QrZ ª H G, S Q*rM m QrZ . H G, R ª H G, R9 is surjec-
Ï0 Ïy1 .  .ti¨ e and H G, R is the cokernel of H G, [ QrZ ª s, t .g C lÏy1 2  . .H G, S Q*rM m QrZ , which is isomorphic to the cokernel of
Ï0 2 Ï0 2  . .   ..H G, S Q* ª H G, S Q*rM .D
Ï0 .Proof. That H G, R9 is this kernel follows from the exact sequence
 w x.  ..0 ª Br F M ª [ x s ª R9 ª 0 and Lemma 2.13. We have s.g P lÏ0 .that H G, [ QrZ is the direct sum of groups of the formC g C j Cm lÏ0 Ï0 .  .H G , QrZ s 0. Thus by Lemma 2.12, H G, R9 is the stated cokernel.C
Ï0 Ïy1 .  .For a similar reason, H G, R is the cokernel of H G, [ QrZ s, t .g C lÏy1 2  . .ª H G, S Q*rM m QrZ . Now [ QrZ can be identified with s, t .g C l 2 . .S Q* m QrZ. We have the diagramD
2 . 2 20 ª S Q* ª S Q* m Q ª S Q* m QrZ ª 0 .  . .  .D DD
x x x
2 2 2 .  .  .0 ªS Q*rM ªS Q*rM m Q ªS Q*rM m QrZ ª 0.
 2 . . 2 .Since S Q* m Q and S Q*rM m Q have trivial cohomology, theD
Ïy1 2 Ï0 2   . . .   . .coboundary maps d : H G, S Q* m QrZ ª H G, S Q* andD D
Ïy1 2 Ï0 2  . .   ..d 9: H G, S Q*rM m QrZ ª H G, S Q*rM are isomorphisms.
Ï0 .Naturality of the coboundary now shows that H G, R is the cokernel of
Ï0 2 Ï0 2  . .   ..H G, S Q* ª H G, S Q*rM .D
Ï0 Ï0 .  .That H G, R ª H G, R9 is surjective follows from Lemmas 2.12
0 0 1Ï Ï Ï .  .  .and 2.11 since H G, T s [H G , T m QrZ s H G , T s 0.s s s s
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3. UNRAMIFIED H 3
Of course a prominent goal of this paper is to understand, in at least
some cases, the unramified H 3 of multiplicative invariant fields. The long
term hope is to use this understanding to find nonrational multiplicative
invariant fields, because a rational, even retract rational, field extension
KrF must have unramified cohomology equal to the cohomology of F see
w x.3 . The focus of the rest of this section will be cases where we can cut
down the size of the unramified cohomology groups and then even show
them to be zero.
 w x.To begin, recall the basic definition See 3 . Let F be algebraically
closed of characteristic 0 as above and let K > F be a field. Recall that GK
is the absolute Galois group of K and if N is a continuous G module, weK
n . n .will sometimes write H G , N s H K, N . If R ; K is a discreteK
 .valuation ring with field of fractions q R s K, we say R is a discrete
valuation ring in K. Let R s k be the residue field of R. We will always
assume F ; R. Given R, we can define the completion K and a ramifica-R
n . ny1 . w xtion map r : H K, m ª H k, m as in 19, Lemma 3.2 . The unrami-R
n .fied cohomology group H K, m is then the intersection of all the kernelsu
 .of all r for R a discrete valuation ring with q R s K and containing F.R
Let us repeat some well known properties of unramified cohomology.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let n G 2.
 .a Suppose K ; L and LrK is stably rational. Then the induced
n . n . n .injection H K, m ª H L, m induces an isomorphism H K, m (u
n .H L, m .u
 . n . n .b If K and L are stably isomorphic, then H K, m ( H L, m .u u
 . n .c Suppose K ; L ; L9 and L9rK is rational. Assume a g H L, mu
n . n .is in the image of H K, m . Then a is in the image of H K, m .u
 .  . w x  .Proof. Parts a and b are from 3 and we simply note that b is
 .  . n .immediate from a . As for c , let a be the image of b g H K, m and
n .have image a 9 g H L9, m . Then a 9 is unramified and so b is unrami-
 .fied by a .
It will simplify our arguments in Section 4 if we can say something about
the unramified cohomology of the join of two fields. In general, little can
be said, but there is one circumstance where we can say something. To
begin with we recall a basic fact about Galois cohomology.
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose K ; L are fields and LrK is finite of degree m.
 . n . n .a Suppose a g H K, m maps to 0 in H L, m . Then ma s 0.
 . n .b Suppose LrF is stably rational and a g H K, m . Then ma s 0.u
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 . L L  .Proof. Part a follows because ma s Cor (Res a and our assump-K K
L n .  .  .tion is that Res a s 0. In part b , a maps to H L, m s 0.K u
Next suppose K s K K is the field join of the K over F. Further1 2 i
assume there are fields L > K such that L rF is stably rational andi i i
L rK is finite of degree m . Finally suppose m and m are relativelyi i i 1 2
n .prime. The next result says that H K, m can be derived from theu
n .H K ,m .u i
n .PROPOSITION 3.3. In the situation abo¨e, H K, m is generated by theu
n .images of the H K , m .u i
n .Proof. Suppose a g H K, m . L s L L is stably rational over F andu 1 2
 .has degree m m over K. By a above, m m a s 0. We can write a1 2 1 2
uniquely as a q a , where m a s 0. Let a X be the image of a in1 2 i i i i
n .  .H K L , m . Since L > K L has degree m , it follows from a againu 1 2 1 2 1
that a X s 0. Since K L is stably rational over K , we know by Proposi-2 1 2 1
X X n . Xtion 3.1 that a is the image of some b g H K , m and m b s 0. Let1 1 u 1 1 1
X n .b be the image of b in H K, m . Then a y b maps to 0 in1 1 u 1 1
n .  .H K L , m . However, by b above we have that a s b . Treating au 1 2 1 1 2
symmetrically, we are done.
Let M be a faithful lattice over the finite group G. We now return to
 .Gstudying the multiplicative invariant fields F M . We are aiming for a
3  .G .result that, in some circumstances, will show that H F M , m is in theu
3 .image of H G, M . The first step is to cut down to a semidirect product
of G with an abelian group. Recall that for a lattice M we set M s M mQ Z
 .Q and defined the abelian group A s Hom M rM, m . Form the splitQ
Äm-extension m [ M. In Section 1 we defined the m-extension 0 ª m ª M
Äª M ª 0 over the canonical group G. In this case, where the originalQ
Äm-extension is split, G is the semidirect product A i G. We defined
 .  .F M , which is a Kummer extension of F M , and we note that byQ
Ä G .   . .definition G is the Galois group of F M r F M . Thus there is aQ
Ä 3 Ä .Gsurjection G ª G and the associated inflation map H G, m ªF M .
3  .G .H F M , m . The next result shows we can cut down to considering
3 Ä . w x xH G, m . It uses strongly the results of 19 , Sect. 5 , where we first
3  .G .treated the subject of H F M , m .u
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose G is a finite group, M a faithful G lattice, and A,
Ä Ä 3 G . .G, and M are as abo¨e. If a g H F M is in the unramified cohomologyu
3 Ä .group, then a is in the image of H G, m .
Proof. We need a lemma in order to perform this proof. Let M be1
Ä . .another G lattice, A s Hom M rM , m , G s A i G, and 0 ª m1 1 Q 1 1 1
Ä  .ª M ª M ª 0 be the associated m-extension. It is immediate that1 1 Q
Ä Ä Ä .G0 s A [ A i G and the pushout M [ M are the semidirect prod-1 1m
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uct and extension associated with M [ M . Restriction induces a map1
3  .G . 3  .G .H F M , m ª H F M [ M , m .u u 1
3  .G .LEMMA 3.5. Assume a has image a g H F M [ M , m and a is1 u 1 1
3 Ä 3 Ä .  .in the image of H G0, m . Then a is in the image of H G, m .
 wProof. Embed M ; Q, where Q is a permutation G lattice e.g., 4, p.1
Ä Äx.  .181 . Set B s Hom Q rQ, m . Let G s B i G and let 0 ª m ª Q ªQ B
Q ª 0 be the associated semidirect product and m-extension. By Propo-Q
3 Ä 3 .  . .sition 1.4, there is an induced map H G0, m ª H A [ B i G, m
3  .G . 3 compatible with the restriction map H F M [ M9 , m ª H F M [
.G . 3  .G .Q , m . Thus the image a 0 of a in H F M [ Q , m is in the image ofu
3 . . 3H A [ B i G, m . For some q, a 0 is in the image of H A [
.  .. . w xB rq A [ B i G, m . We are done by 19, Proposition 5.11 .
w xNow we return to the proof of Theorem 3.4. Since Q G is semisimple,
there is a lattice M such that M [ M has finite index in a permutation1 1
w xlattice Q9. By 19, Lemma 5.9 , the image of a is in the image of
3 .   . .H C i G, m , where C s Hom Q9r M [ M , m , and the map from1
3 3 G 3 Ä .   . .  .H C i G, m to H F M [ M , m factors through H G0, m . Thus1
the conditions of Lemma 3.5 are satisfied and we are done.
Our goal is to develop techniques that will in some cases show that
3  .G . 3 . w xH F M , m is in the image of H G, M . Just as in 19 , our main toolu
will be the Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence associated with the group
Ä w xextension 1 ª A ª G ª G ª 1. In the notation of 19 , this spectral
3 Ä Ä 3 Ä Ä 3 Ä Ä .  .  .sequence says that H G, M has a filtration H G, M s H G, M >3
3 Ä Ä 3 Ä Ä 3 Ä Ä .  .  .H G, M > H G, M > H G, M > 0 with the following properties.2 1 0
3 Ä Ä 3 Ä A 3 .   . .  .H G, M is the image under inflation of H G, M s H G, m [ M .0
3 Ä Ä 2 Ä Ä 2 1 Ä .  .   ..H G, M rH G, M is a quotient of H G, H A, M and must be 01 0
1 Ä 3 Ä Ä 3 Ä Ä .  .  .  .because H A, M s 0 Proposition 1.2a . H G, M rH G, M is a2 1
1 2 Ä 3 Ä Ä  ..  .subgroup of H G, H A, M . We denote by f : H G, M ª2 2
1 2 Ä 3 Ä Ä 3 Ä Ä  ..  .  .H G, H A, M the associated map. Finally, H G, M rH G, M is3 2
3 Ä G 3 Ä  ..  .a subgroup of H A, M and the associated map H G, M ª
3 Ä .  .H A, M is the restriction. Now by Proposition 1.2 b and Lemma 1.3,
n Ä Ä n Ä n Ä n .  .  .  .H G, M ( H G, m and H A, M ( H A, m for n G 2. This is the
background for the proof of Proposition 3.9. The method we will use is
outlined in the next result.
3 Ä 3 G .   . .PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose a g H G, m has image b g H F M , m
3 Ä Ä .which is unramified. If a 9 g H G, M is the image of a , then a 9 g
3 Ä Ä 3 .  .  .H G, M . If f a 9 s 0, then b is in the image of H G, m [ M .2 2
 . wProof. Since F M rF is rational, we know just as in 19, Proposition
3 Ä 3 Ä Äx  .  .5.16 that a 9 restricts to 0 in H A, M and so a 9 g H G, M . The rest2
is obvious.
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2 Ä .  .The key point is to analyze f a 9 . As mentioned above, H A, M (2
2 . w xH A, m and this, by 19, Theorem 1.12 and Theorem 5.15 , is isomorphic
 w x.to Br F M . By Lemma 2.10, there is an induced map r :
1  w x.. 1  ...H G, Br F M ª H G, [ x s whose kernel is described by s.g P l
Theorem 2.14. The central fact is:
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let a , b , and a 9 be as abo¨e, where, in particular, b
  ..is again unramified. Then r f a 9 s 0.2
Proof. The argument we are about to make is almost identical, except
w xfor notation, with the proof of Lemma 5.7 of 19 . We will refer the reader
w xto 19 for parts of the proof.
1Suppose not. Breaking up P into G orbits, we have that H G, [l  s.g P l ... 1  ...x s ( [H G , x s , where G is the stabilizer and the direct sums s
on the right is over a set of orbit representatives of G on P . Thus there isl
 . 1  ...an s g P such that a has nonzero image in H G , x s . The map r :l s s
 w x.  .. UBr F M ª x s is just the ramification map and induces r :s
1  w x.. 1  ...  w x.   ..H G, Br F M ª H G , x s . View Br F M ; Br F M ands
2  . . w xidentify the latter with H F M , m . By Corollary 3.4 of 19 we have the
commutative diagram
w x 2Br F M ;H F M , m . .  .
r x x rs s
1 .x s s H H , m , . . s
wwhere r is the cohomological ramification map defined in 19, afters
x wCorollary 3.4 and further studied in 19, Corollary 3.3, Corollary 3.4, and
x U   ..Theorem 3.5 . We have reduced to the case r f a 9 / 0.s 2
 .Next we observe that all s g P are faithful primes, as in the nextl
lemma. In this lemma we will treat a case somewhat more general than
split m-extensions.
LEMMA 3.8. Suppose M9 is a m-extension and M s M9rm. Assume that
1 . 1 .for all cyclic C ; G, H C, m ª H C, M9 is injecti¨ e. Let s: M9 ª Z be
a surjecti¨ e abelian group homomorphism with stabilizer G . Define the primes
 .  .s as in the remark after Lemma 2.2. Then s is a faithful prime. In fact, if
M X is the kernel of s, then M Xrm is a faithful G module.s s s
Proof. First we observe that M is a faithful G lattice. Suppose C ; G
is a cyclic subgroup acting trivially on M and having generator t . Since M9
 .is C faithful, there is an x g M9 such that 0 / t x y x g m, but this
contradicts the H 1 injectivity.
Let N ; G be the subgroup acting trivially on M s M Xrm.s s s
 . 1 .Ext Z, M s H N, M s 0 because N acts trivially, but then as an NN s s
module, M ( M [ Z and so N acts trivially on M. We conclude thats
N s 0.
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Continuing with the proof of Proposition 3.7, let H be the absolutes
 .  . 1  ...Galois group of the residue field F M of s . Then H G , x s ss s
1 1 ..  .  .GH G , H H , m . Let P be the restriction of s to F M and H thes s P
 .absolute Galois group of the residue field F P of P. We have an exact
sequence 1 ª H ª H ª G ª 1 associated with the field extensions P s
Ã .  .F P ; F M . Taking direct sums with Z, we have the exact sequences
Ã Ã1 ª Z [ H ª Z [ H ª G ª 1. 3.1 .s P s
Ã ÃZ [ H and Z [ H are the absolute Galois groups of the complete fieldss P
 .   .G.F M and F M , respectively. This identification depends on as P
 .   .G.choice of prime element for each field. Since F M r F M is unrami-s P
 .fied Lemma 3.8 , we can choose the same prime element for both fields.
 .It follows that 3.1 can be viewed as the exact sequence associated to the
  .G.  .extension of complete fields F M ; F M .P s
w xThe following diagram, from 19, Lemma 5.7 , commutes because of the
naturality of the spectral sequence:
res infG3 3 3Ã .  .H F M m ª H Z [ H , m ¤ H H , m . . P 2 P 22
f x f x f x2 2 2
res* inf*1 2 1 2 1 2ÃH G, H F M , m ª H G , H Z[H , m ¤ H G , H H , m .  . . .  . . /s s s s
r* x
1 1H G , H H , m . . .s s
w xWe now argue exactly as in 19, Lemma 5.7 .
 .Keeping the notation of Proposition 3.6 and 3.7, we conclude that f a 92
1  w x.. 1  ...is in the kernel of H G, Br F M ª H G, [ x s , which is s.g P l
the group described by Theorem 2.14. We therefore have:
3 Ä 3 Ä Ä .  .PROPOSITION 3.9. Suppose a g H G, m has images a 9 g H G, M
3  .G .and b g H F M , m as in Proposition 3.6. Assume again that b is
Ï0 2 Ï0 2  . .   ..unramified. Suppose the cokernel of H G, S Q* ª H G, S Q*rMD
has order relati¨ ely prime to the order of a . Then a is in the image of
3 .H G, m [ M .
Proof. We may assume that the orders of b and a 9 are divisible by the
 .same primes as that of a . It suffices to show f a s 0, which is immedi-2
ate from Proposition 3.7 and Theorem 2.14.
3 .Finally, we can sometimes discount the effect of H G, m as follows.
Let V be a finite dimensional G representation over F that is faithful.
 .GThen F V is independent, up to stable isomorphism, of the choice of V
w x  . 3  .G .6, p. 16 . It follows Proposition 3.1 that H F V , m is independent ofu
the choice of V.
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COROLLARY 3.10. In the situation of Proposition 3.9, further suppose that
3  .G .  . 3 .H F V , m s 0 . Then a is in the image of H G, M .
w xProof. This is just 19, Corollary 5.17 .
The importance of the last result is that we will frequently be able to
3  .G .reduce our computation of H F M , m to cocycles arising fromu
3 .H G, M . It therefore makes sense to make the following definition. Let
3 . 3  .G .M9 be a faithful m-extension and i: H G, M9 ª H F M , m be the
3 . y1 3  .G ..canonical map. Define H G, M9 s i H F M , m . If M is a faith-u u
3 .ful G lattice, set M9 s m [ M the split m-extension. Then H G, M ;
3 . 3 . 3 . 3 .H G, M9 naturally and we can set H G, M s H G, M9 l H G, M .u u
In a future paper we will give a complete description of this group. For our
current purposes, we can restrict to an easier group as follows.
 .GAmong the discrete valuations R ; F M there is a class we have
 .called faithful. Recall that R is faithful if the following holds. Let S ; F M
be an extension of R and let G ; G be the stabilizer of S. Then G actsS S
naturally on the residue field S. We say R is faithful if this action is
faithful. Note that this condition is independent of the choice of S since
Ä Äthey are all conjugate under G. Also note that if S > R are the respec-
Ä Ätively completions, then this condition is equivalent to SrR being unrami-
fied.
3  .G .We can use the faithful R to define a larger subgroup of H F M9 , m .
3  .G . 3  .G .Define H F M9 , m to be the set of all a g H F M9 , m such that¨
 .the ramification map r satisfies r a s 0 for all faithful discreteR R
 .G  .  .Gvaluation rings R ; F M9 with q R s F M9 . We then define
3 . y1 3  .G ..H G, M9 s i H F M9 , m . Once again, if M9 s m [ M is split,¨ ¨
3 . 3 . 3 .we set H G, M s H G, M9 l H G, M .¨ ¨
3  .G . 3  .G . 3 .Obviously, H F M , m ; H F M , m and H G, M 9 ;u ¨ u
3 . 3 . 3  .G .H G, M9 . The point is that H G, M9 and H F M9 , m are easier to¨ ¨ ¨
compute. This is because the ramification map is easier to compute in the
faithful case.
 .G  .Let R ; F M9 be a discrete valuation ring and let S ; F M9 be an
 .extension of R. Let G be the stabilizer of S, ¨ : F M9 ª Z be theS
valuation defined by S, and ¨ : M9 ª Z be the restriction of ¨ . WeM 9
assume R is faithful, i.e., that G acts faithfully on the residue field S. ByS
 .Lemma 3.8, the lattice primes s are examples of such primes S. Of
 .  .course, if S s s , then ¨ s s. Let K be the completion of F M9 at SM 9 S
 .Gand let L ; K be the completion of F M9 at R. Thus K rL hasR S S R
Galois group G and is unramified. Let L be the algebraic closure ofS a
 .  .GF M9 and hence F M9 , L be the algebraic closure of L and K ,a, R R S
and L be the maximum unramified extension of L , which thereforeu, R R
contains K . If G is the Galois group of L rL , then G is also theS u u, R R u
absolute Galois group of the residue field R. It is now immediate that the
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following diagram commutes:
¨*U3 3 3 3 2 .   . .  .  .H G , L ªH G , L * (H G , L * ª H G , Z ( H G , m . .L a L a R u u, R u ua, R 1
­ ­ ­ ­ ­
U¨ M3 3 3 3 2 .  .  .  .  .H G, M9 ª H G , M9 s H G , M9 ª H G , Z (H G , m ,S S S S
where ¨* and ¨U are the induced maps on cohomology. Since the top rowM
of the above diagram is essentially the ramification map, we have:
PROPOSITION 3.11. The composition
i ram3 3 2H G, M9 ª H G , m ª H G , m .  .  .L u
is equal to the composition
¨UM3 3 3 2 2H G , M9 ª H G , M9 ª H G , Z ( H G , m ª H G , m , .  .  .  .  .S S S u
where the last map is inflation.
With Proposition 3.11 in hand we can now characterize the group
3 .H G,M9 , where M9 is a m-extension as in Lemma 3.8. To state the¨
y1 3 . 2 .result, let H ; G be a subgroup. Denote by d : H H, Z ( H H, mH
the inverse of the coboundary map associated to 0 ª Z ª Q ª m ª 0.
2 . 2 .Finally, let i*H H, m ª H H, M9 be induced by the inclusion.
THEOREM 3.12. Suppose M9 is a m-extension such that for all cyclic
1 . 1 . 3 .C ; G, H C, m ª H C, M9 is injecti¨ e. Then a g H G, M if and¨
only if
 .i Let H ; G be a any subgroup and f : M ª Z an H morphism. Then
 y1  G  ....i* d f * Res a s 0.H
 .G  .Proof. Suppose R ; M9 is a discrete valuation and S ; F M9 is an
extension with R faithful. Let G ; G be the stabilizer of S and ¨ :S
 .F M9 * ª Z be the valuation associated with S. Denote by f the composi-
 .  .tion M9 ª F M9 * ª Z, where the first map is e: M9 ª F M9 * and the
second map is ¨ . Since S is G invariant, f is a G morphism. Let M X beS S f
X 1 .the kernel of f. Since M9rM is isomorphic to Z or 0, and H G , Z s 0,f S
2 X . 2 .it follows that H G , M ª H G , M9 is injective. Thus the kernel ofS f S
2 . 2 . 2 .H G , m ª H G , M9 is precisely the kernel of H G , m ªS S S
X2 3 .  .  .H G , M . Suppose a g H G, M satisfies i . The natural map m ; S*S f
X 2 .factors through M . Thus any element of the kernel of H G , m ªf S
2 X . 2 .H G , M maps to 0 in H G , m , where G is the absolute GaloisfS u u
 .group of R. By Proposition 3.11, i a is unramified at R. Since R was
3 .arbitrary, a g H G, M .¨
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 .Conversely, suppose i a is unramified at all faithful primes. Let f :
 .  .M9 ª Z be as in i . If f M9 s rZ, then it suffices to show
 y1 . .  ...  .i* d 1rr f * a s 0. Thus we may assume f M9 s Z.
Suppose H9 > H is the stabilizer of f. That is, H9 is the largest
 y1  G  ....subgroup for which f is an H9 morphism. Clearly i* d f * Res aH
 y1  H 9 G  ..... H 9  y1  G  .....s i* d f * Res Res a s Res i* d * Res a . Thus itH H 9 H H 9
 .suffices to prove i in the case H s H9. That is, we assume H is precisely
the stabilizer of f.
 .Let f s S be the lattice prime which has stabilizer H and let R be the
 .Grestriction of S to F M9 . By Lemma 3.8, R is faithful. The residue field
 X .H X w x 2 .of R is F M , where M is the kernel of f. By 17, p. 536 , H H, Mf f f
2 .ª H G , m is injective, and so our result follows from Propositionu
3.11.
Theorem 3.12 has a somewhat smoother statement in the special case
M9 s m [ M is a split m-extension. Since m ª Z is always the zero map,
3 . 3 .we can concentrate on a g H G, M and characterize H G, M .¨
3 .THEOREM 3.13. a g H G, M if and only if :¨
 .i9 Let H ; G be a subgroup and f : M ª Z an H morphism. Then
 G  ..f * Res a s 0 if and only ifH
 .ii for all G morphisms f 9: M ª Q, where Q is a permutation G
 .lattice, we ha¨e f 9* a s 0.
 .  .  .Proof. Since M is split, i of Theorem 3.12 is equivalent to i9 . ii is
clearly equivalent to
 .  . w xii9 f 9* a s 0 for all G morphisms f 9: M ª Z GrH .
3 w x. 3 .The isomorphism H G, Z GrH ª H H, Z from Theorem 0.2 is the
G G w xcomposition p *(Res as follows. Res is the restriction and p : Z GrHH H
 .  .ª Z is defined by setting p u s 0 if gH / H and p u s 1. Giveng H H
 .f 9 as in ii9 , we can set p ( f 9 s f. On the other hand, given f , there is an
f 9 as follows. Suppose f : M ª Z is an H morphism. Then f induces a G
w x w xmorphism f 9: M ª Z GrH . In more detail, let Z GrH have the basis
 < 4  .u gH g GrH , where g 9 u s u . Let g be a set of left cosetg H g H g 9g H i
 .  y1 .representatives of H in G. Then f 9 m s  f g m u . Clearly p ( f 9 si g HiG  .f again. In addition, since p *(Res is an isomorphism, f 9* a s 0 if andH
 G  ..  .  .only if f * Res a s 0. Thus i9 and ii9 are equivalent. The restH
follows from Theorem 3.12.
The final topic of this section will be a result about the kernel of the
n . n  .G .map i: H G, M ª H F M , m . Since it is little extra work, we prove
the result for all degrees. We will, however, return to the special case of
split m-extension and so only treat lattices M faithful over G. To proceed,
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 . n .let n G 2. Set L to be the algebraic closure of F M . Let i: H G, Ma
n  .G U . n  .G .ª H F M , L ( H F M , m , where the first map is inflation anda
the second map is the inverse of the map induced by inclusion.
n .PROPOSITION 3.14. Suppose a g H G, M . Assume that there is a
lattice M9 > M such that M9rM is a permutation lattice. Further assume that
n .  .a maps to 0 in H G, M9 . Then i a s 0.
w xProof. This is done in 19 , but let us repeat the argument here for
 .G  .Gconvenience. The field extension F M9 rF M is rational by Theorem
 . n  .G .0.1 b . Thus the map on Galois cohomology H F M , m ª
n  .G . n  .G .H F M9 , m is injective. Since a maps to 0 in H F M9 , m , the
proposition follows.
Consider all M such that M ; M and M rM s Q9 is a permutation1 1 1
n . n .lattice. Let j : H G, M ª H G, M be the map induced by inclusion.M 11 n .Because of Proposition 3.14 we are interested in H G, M , which isp
defined as the union of all the kernels of j for all M . In fact, there is aM 11n .single M such that H G, M is the kernel of j . In detail, suppose1 p M11 .M > M is such that, first, H H, M s 0 for all subgroups H ; G and,2 2
second, M rM is a permutation lattice over G. Such a M exists by, for2 2
w xexample, 17, p. 536 .
n .LEMMA 3.15. H G, M is the kernel of j .p M2
n .  .Proof. Clearly, it is enough to show that if h g H G, M , then j hp M2
 .s 0. Of course, we have that j h s 0 for some M as above. LetM 11
Q s M rM be the permutation lattice. We have the pushout diagram1
0 ª M ; M ªQ ª01
5x x
0 ªM ª W ªQ ª0,2
 .where the second row splits because Ext Q, M is the direct sum of2
 w x . 1  w x ..groups of the form Ext Z GrH , M s H G, Hom Z GrH , M s2 2
1 .H H, M s 0. It follows that the map M ª M factors through M and2 2 1
n .hence h maps to 0 in H G, M .2
Now we restrict to the case n s 3. Suppose 0 ª M ª P ª I ª 0 is an
exact sequence of G lattices, where P is a permutation lattice. We know
3 .from Theorem 3.12 that any element of H G, M is in the image of the¨
2 .coboundary map from H G, I . We will describe the preimage of
3 . 2 .H G, M in H G, I under the coboundary map d . To do this we need ap
2 .definition. We are interested in those elements of H G, I which some-
how arise from the cohomology of permutation lattices. More precisely, we
want the following definition.
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2 . 2 .DEFINITION. Define H G, I ; H G, I to be the subset defined asp
2 .the following union in H G, I :
f * H 2 G, Q . . .D
f , Q
Here the union is over all permutation G lattices Q and all G homomor-
2 . 2 .phisms f : Q ª I. Of course, f *: H G, Q ª H G, I is the induced
map on cohomology.
Since the direct sum of two permutation lattices is another one, it is
2 . 2 .immediate that H G, I is a subgroup of H G, I . In fact,p
2 . 3 .THEOREM 3.16. H G, I is the preimage of H G, M under thep p
coboundary map d .
2 .  .Proof. First, suppose g g H G, I . Let g s f * g 9 , where f : Q ª I isp
2 .a G map, Q is a permutation lattice, and g 9 g H G, Q . The sum of f
and the given map P ª I defines a map P [ Q ª I with kernel we call
M9. We have the diagram
0 ª M ª P ªI ª0
5x x
0 ªM9 ªP [ Q ªI ª0
x x
Q s Q.
 .3.2
3 .A diagram chase on cohomology shows that g maps to 0 in H G, M9 .
 . 3 .That is, d g g H G, M .p
3 .Conversely, suppose g maps to 0 in H G, M9 with M9rM s Q a
permutation G lattice. We have the pushout diagram
0 ªM ªM9 ªQ ª0
5x x
0 ª P ª W ªQ ª0
x x
I s I,
where the second row splits because P is H 1 trivial. In particular, W is a
permutation lattice. Since the middle vertical column is part of the exact
sequence 0 ª M9 ª W ª I ª 0, it follows that g is in the image of
2 .H G, W .
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4. THE CENTER OF GENERIC MATRICES
In this section we will show that the unramified H 3 of the center of
generic matrices is 0. More generally, we will show the following. As always
in this paper, let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Let
 .  .PGL F s GL F rF* be the projective linear group. let V be a finiten n
 .dimensional F-representation of PGL F . Assume that V is ``almostn
 .free.'' That is, assume there is a ¨ g V with trivial stabilizer in PGL F .n
 .P G LnF .We consider the invariant field F V .
3  .P G LnF . .  .THEOREM 4.1. H F V , m s 0 .u
Before getting to this proof, let us note the consequence alluded to
 .  .  .above. Define V s M F [ M F [ ??? [ M F to be the direct sum ofr n n n
the standard representation r times. It is not hard to see that if r G 2,
wthen V is almost free. On the other hand, for the same r we know 8, p.r
x  .P G LnF .  .67 that F V is isomorphic to Z F, n, r , the center of the genericr
division algebra over F of degree n in r variables. We thus have:
3  . .  .THEOREM 4.2. H Z F, n, r , m s 0 .u
We will prove Theorem 4.2 as follows. First, note that by Bogomolov's
 w x.theorem sometimes called the no-name lemma, e.g., 15, p. 283 , if V 9 is
 .another choice of a PGL F representation that is also almost free, thenn
 .P G LnF .  .P G LnF .F V and F V 9 are stably isomorphic. Thus by Proposition
 .3.1 b we need only prove Theorem 4.1 for V s V . In other language, we2
3  . .  .must prove H Z F, n, 2 , m s 0. We will recall that Z F, n, 2 is au
multiplicative invariant field and so we can apply the techniques of this
paper.
 .To realize Z F, n, 2 as a multiplicative invariant field, consider the
following groups and lattices. Set S to be the permutation group on then
 4  4set 1, . . . , n . Let X be the lattice over S with basis x , . . . , x suchn n 1 n
 .that for all s g S , s x s x . This lattice has a sublattice generated byn i s  i.
all x y x , which we call I . Of course, there is an exact sequencei j n
0 ª I ª X ª Z ª 0. 4.1 .n n
Note also that X can alternatively be described as follows. Definen
S ; S to be the stabilizer of 1. Then X is the permutation latticeny1 n n
w xZ S rS .n ny1
X X  <Next, define the permutation lattice Y as follows. Y has basis y 1 Fn n i j
4  . Xi, j F n, i / j . If s g S , then s y s y . Y also has an alternativen i j s  i.s  j. n
 4 Xdescription. Let S ; S be the stabilizer of 1, 2 . Then Y sny2 n n
w x XZ S rS . There is a surjective S map Y ª I defined by sending yn ny2 n n n i j
to x y x . We define Y to be the kernel. Thus we have the exacti j n
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sequence
0 ª Y ª Y X ª I ª 0. 4.2 .n n n
 .  .SnLEMMA 4.3. Z F, n, 2 is stably isomorphic to F Y .n
w x  .  .SnProof. By, e.g., 8, p. 67 , Z F, n, 2 ( F X [ X [ Y and this latern n n
Sn .  .field is rational over F Y by Theorem 0.1 b .n
3  . .We wish to reduce the computation of H Z F, n, 2 , m to the case nu
is a prime power. To this end, suppose n s ab, where a and b are
 .relatively prime. Theorem 4.5 to come will gather together results about
how this factorization effects the fields and groups we are looking at. As a
w xfirst step we recall from 19 that:
 .LEMMA 4.4. Let n be arbitrary. Then there is a field L > Z F, n, 2 suchn
 .that L is stably rational o¨er F and L rZ F, n, 2 is finite of degree n.n n
Proof. Let S ; S be the subgroup fixing ``1''. Set L s F X [ Xny1 n n n n
.Sny 1  .Sn[ Y . Then L clearly has degree n over F X [ X [ Y sn n n n n
 . XZ F, n, 2 . As a module over S , the morphism Y ª I splits. Further-ny1 n n
 .Sny 1more, I is a permutation lattice over S . By Theorem 0.1, F Xn ny1 ny1
 X.Sny 1  .Sny 1  .Sny 1is rational. Thus F Y , F Y and F X [ X [ Y are alln n n n n
w xstably rational by 14, p. 225 .
The next theorem allows the reduction to the prime power case. The
 .  .key point is the decomposition of Z F, n, 2 in part a , which is due to
w x w xKatsylo 9 and Schofield 21 .
THEOREM 4.5.
 .  .  .  .a Z F, n, 2 is stably isomorphic to the field join Z F, a, 2 Z F, b, 2
o¨er F.
 . 3  . . 3  . .b H Z F, n, 2 , m is generated by the images of H Z F, a, 2 , mu u
3  . .and H Z F, b, 2 , m .u
 . 3  . .c To pro¨e H Z F, n, 2, m s 0 we may assume n is a prime power.u
 . w x w x  w xProof. Part a is from 9 or 21 or 18, p. 393 for a later different
.  .  .  .proof . Part c is an immediate consequence of b . Finally, part b
 .follows from a , Lemma 4.4, and Proposition 3.3.
Because of Theorem 4.5 the proof of Theorem 4.1 is reduced to:
3  .Sn .THEOREM 4.6. Suppose n is a power of a prime. Then H F Y , m su n
 .0 .
The proof of Theorem 4.6 will take up the rest of this section. As our
first observation we state a result which allows us to restrict n. We can
w xquote it from, e.g., 8, p. 73 .
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 .LEMMA 4.7. Z F, 2, 2 is rational.
Because of the above result we can always assume that n is a prime
power with n ) 2. For convenience set G s S and Y s Y . We usen n
Proposition 3.9 and Corollary 3.10 to prove:
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose n is a prime power with n ) 2. Then
3  .G . 3 .H F Y , m is in the image of H G, Y .u
3  .G . 3  . .Proof. Suppose a g H F Y , m s H Z F, n, 2 , m . By Lemma 3.2,u u
na s 0. In order to apply Proposition 3.9 and Corollary 3.10, we need a
2-regular surjection Q ª Y *. We have the exact sequence
0 ª Y ª Y X ª I ª 0, 4.3 .n n
 X. Xso we set Q s Y * and have a surjection Q ª Y *. Let y g Y be then i j n
 4canonical basis permuted by G s S . Define S s s ; Q to be then i j
 .  .  .corresponding dual basis. That is, s y s 0 if i, j / i9, j9 , andi j i9 j9
 .s y s 1. We will verify 2-regularity with respect to this basis.i j i j
 .  .Assume s , s g S are distinct. If i, j / j9, i9 , we may set x s y yi j i9 j9 i j
 .y and y s y y y , which are both elements of Y. Then s x s 1 sji i9 j9 j9i9 i j
 .  .  .  .  .s y and s y s s x s 0. If j9, i9 s i, j , choose k distinct fromi9 j9 i j i9 j9
i, j. Set x s y q y y y and y s y q y y y . Once again x, y g Y,i j jk ik ji i k jk
 .  .  .  .s x s 1 s s y , and s y s s x s 0, which proves 2-regularity.i j i9 j9 i j i9 j9
Because we have 2-regularity, we can apply Section 2, with Y replacing
 .M. Set I s I so the exact sequence 4.3 can be rewrittenn
0 ª Y ª Q* ª I ª 0. 4.4 .
Thus to apply Proposition 3.9 we need:
LEMMA 4.9. Suppose n is a prime power with n ) 2. Then the cokernel K
Ï0 2 Ï0 2  . .   ..of H G, S Q* ª H G, S I has order relati¨ ely prime to n.D
2 .Proof. We require a description of S I . We begin with a description
2 .  <of S X . This is the S lattices with basis the monomials x x 1 F i,n n i j
4 2 .j F n . There is an S map f : S X ª X defined by sending x x ton n n i j
x q x . The image of this map contains 2 X and so the kernel has ranki j
 .  . 2 .n n q 1 r2 y n s n n y 1 r2, which is the rank of S I . One easily sees
2 . 2 .that S I is in the kernel of f and that both the kernel of f and S I are
2 . 2 .abelian group direct summands of S X . Thus S I is precisely then
kernel of f.
2 .GS X is of rank 2 with basis s s  x x and s s  x x . Itn 1 i i i 2 i/ j i j
2 .G  . .follows that S I has rank 1 with generator c s s y n y 1 r2 s if n2 1
 . 2 X.is odd and c s 2 s y n y 1 s if n is even. In S Y consider the2 1 n
 . .element y y whose stabilizer has index n n y 1 n y 2 r2. Let s g12 13
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2 X .S Y be the sum of all the G conjugates of y y . Then the image of sn 12 13
2 .  .  . .in S I is n y 2 c if n is odd and n y 2 r2 c if n is even. Let r be then
order of the cokernel K. Then r is a divisor of n y 2 if n is odd and
 .n y 2 r2 if n is even. Of course, if n is odd, then n and n y 2 are
relatively prime, so this case is done. If n is even, by assumption it is
 .divisible by 4. Thus n y 2 r2 is odd, but a common divisor of n and
 .n y 2 r2 must divide n y 2 and hence 2. Thus in this case also n and r
are relatively prime.
3  .G .By Proposition 3.9 we can conclude that H F Y , m is in the imageu
3 .of H G, m [ Y . To finish Theorem 4.8 we apply Corollary 3.10. Let Vn
 .Gbe the permutation representation of G s S in n letters. F V isn n
 . 3  .G .rational over F by Theorem 0.1 a . Thus H F V , m s 0 and Theoremu
4.8 follows from Corollary 3.10.
3 .By Theorem 4.8 it is of interest to compute H G, Y . In fact, all we willu
3 .have to compute is H G, Y , which by Corollary 3.10 is contained in the¨
2 .  .image of H G, I under the coboundary map associated with 4.4 . Thus
2 .we proceed next by computing H G, I .
2 . 2 .LEMMA 4.10. The induced map H G, I ª H G, X is an injection.n
2 .If n is an odd prime power, H G, I s 0, but if n is an e¨en prime power
2 .greater than 2, H G, I s Zr2Z.
1 .Proof. Since H G, Z s 0, the first map is injective with image equal
2 . 2 .to the kernel of H G, X ª H G, Z . Let G ; G be the stabilizer ofn 1
 w x. 2 . 2 .x g X . By Shapiro's lemma e.g., 2, p. 73 , H G, X ( H G , Z (1 n n 1
1 .  . 2 .  .H G , m ( Hom G , m . Of course, H G, Z ( Hom G, m . We have1 1
2 .  .  .that H G, I is the kernel of the induced map Hom G , m ª Hom G, m .1
 .For any k, Hom S , m s Zr2Z is generated by the signature map S ªk k
 .  .Zr2Z. Thus Hom G, m and Hom G , m are both Zr2Z.1
 .  .  .By Theorem 0.2 b , the induced maps Hom G , m ª Hom G, m is the1
 .corestriction Cor. It is clear that the generator of Hom G , m is in the1
 .image of restriction from Hom G, m . Finally, Cor(Res is multiplication by
w x 2 .the index G:G s n. Thus if n is odd, Cor is injective and H G, I s 0.1
2 .If n is even, Cor is the zero map and H G, I s Zr2Z.
A consequence of Lemma 4.10 is that Theorem 4.6 has been proven in
the case n is odd. Thus the proof of Theorem 4.6 reduces to the case that
n is a power of 2 greater than or equal to 4. We apply the exact sequence
 .  X . 2 .4.4 where we recall Y s Q* . Let b g H G, I be the generator ofn
3  .G .order 2. Suppose a g H F Y , m is the image of b under the composi-u
2  . 3 . 3  .G .tion H G, I ª H G, Y ª H F Y , m . By Theorem 4.8,
3  .G . 3 .H F Y , m is in the image of H G, Y and hence of the groupu
3 . 3 .H G, Y defined in Section 3. By Theorem 3.13, H G, Y is in the image¨ ¨
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2 .of H G, I and hence is a subgroup of the group generated by the image
3  .Sn .of b. That is, H F Y , m is a subgroup of the group generated by a .u n
Therefore, to prove Theorem 4.6 it suffices to prove:
THEOREM 4.11.
 . 2 .a b g H S , I .p n
 .b a s 0.
 .  .Proof. Of course, b follows from a , Proposition 3.14, and Theorem
 . n r2 n3.13. As for a , define j s  x y  x g I. Then j has stabi-is1 i isn r2.q1 i
lizer H ; S of the form H = H , where the H ; H are as follows. Bothn 1 2 i
H are isomorphic to S . H is the group of permutations fixing nr2 qi n r2 1
41, . . . , n and H is the group of permutations fixing the complement. We2
w x  .may define f : Z S rH ª I by setting f 1 s j . By definition, to proven n
Theorem 4.11 it suffices to show:
 2 w x..PROPOSITION 4.12. b g f * H Z S rH .n
To prove Proposition 4.12 we must begin with a proposition about the
corestriction. Suppose S is a permutation group and s is such thatr
2 F s F r. Set N s S = S ; S to be the subgroup preserving thes rys r
 4subset 1, . . . , s . Define h: S = S ª m to be the signature map on Ss rys s
and the identity on S . Then:rys
Sr .PROPOSITION 4.13. Cor h s c s , where c is the combi-N ry2, sy2 ry2, sy2
 .natorial symbol choosing s y 2 objects from r y 2 and s is the signature
map.
Sn .Proof. Of course, g s Cor h must be some multiple of s . To figureN
out which one, it suffices to restrict g to the subgroup T generated by the
 . w xtransposition 1, 2 . By, e.g., 2, p. 82 , this restriction is
CorT t ReN
t
t ht , . . N l T N l T
the sum being over all double cosets Tt N. The cosets t N correspond to
 4the set of all subsets W ; 1, . . . , r of order s via the relation W s
 4.t 1, . . . , s . The double cosets Tt N correspond to the orbits of T on the
 4 t tW 's. There are three kinds. If 1, 2 ; W, then N l T s T and h is the
restriction s of s to T. Thus the corresponding term in the above sum isT
 4 ts . If 1, 2 is in the complement of W, h is trivial and so is that term inT
 4 tthe sum. Finally, if W l 1, 2 has one element, T l N is order 1 and that
term in the sum is also trivial. Since c is the number of Wry2, sy2
 4containing 1, 2 , we are done.
w xLet us return to f : Z S rH ª I. To show b is in the image of f *, itn
w xsuffices to show that the composition g : Z S rH ª I ; X is such thatn
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 2 w x.. 2 .g* H S , Z S rH is nonzero. The isomorphism H S , X (n n n
2 .  .H S , Z ( Hom S , m is defined by first restricting to S . Thusny1 ny1 ny1
w xwe must analyze Z S rH as a S module. The cosets g H correspond ton ny1
 4the set of subsets U ; 1, . . . , N containing nr2 elements. Two such
subsets U, U9 are in the same S orbit if and only if they both contain orny1
both do not contain 1. Thus there are exactly two double cosets of the
form S g H. More precisely, let t be the permutation 1, nr2 qny1
.  .  4.  41 ??? nr2, n , so t 1, . . . , nr2 s nr2 q 1, . . . , n . Then S is the unionn
of the distinct double cosets S H and S t H.ny1 ny1
w xIt follows that as an S module, Z S rH is the direct sum ofny1 n
w  .x w  t .xZ S r S l H u and Z S r S l H u . Note that t nor-ny1 ny1 H ny1 ny1 t H
malizes H so Ht s H. We will continue to write Ht when we want to
distinguish these direct summands. Let h: H ª m be defined as the
signature map on H and the identity on H . We can view h as an element1 2
2 w x.of H S , Z S rH , restrict to S , and then write it as h [ h gn n ny1 1 2
2  w x. 2  w 2 x.H S , Z S rS l H [ H S , Z S rS l H (ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1
 .  t .Hom S l H, m [ Hom S l H , m . Identifying h [ h with itsny1 ny1 1 2
image in this last direct summand, it is clear that h is the restriction of h1
and h is the restriction of ht.2
We now compute the image of the h with respect to g*. Recalli
 . 2 .Theorem 0.2 a that after restricting to S , the isomorphism H S , Xny1 n
 .( Hom S , m projects onto the S direct summand Z x ; X. Theny1 ny1 1
w xcomposition Z S rH ª X ª Z is the sum g [ g of S maps onn 1 2 ny1
w  .x w  t .xZ S r S l H and Z S r S l H , respectively. Direct com-ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1
putation shows that g maps the canonical generator to 1 and g maps the1 2
 .canonical generator to y1. By Theorem 0.2 b , the image of h in
2 .  .H S , Z s Hom S , m is thenny1 ny1
Cor Sny 1 h q Cor Sny 1 h . .  .S l H 1 S l H 2ny 1 ny1
X  4 XNow S l H s H = H , where H fixes 2, . . . , nr2 and H fixesny1 1 2 2 1
 4  .nr2 q 1, . . . , n . Applying Proposition 4.13 we have that g* h s
 . Xc q c s unless n s 4, in which case H has order 1,ny3, n r2y3 ny3, n r2y2 1
 .so g* h s c s s s .1, 0
Obviously, Proposition 4.13 is proven in the case n s 4. The rest of the
cases follow from
PROPOSITION 4.14. Suppose n is a power of 2 greater than or equal to 8.
Then c is odd and c is e¨en.ny3, n r2y3 ny3, n r2y2
 .Proof. For any integer m, let ¨ m be the highest power of 2 dividing2
 .  .m. Since n is a power of 2, ¨ n! s nr2 q nr4 q ??? qnrn s 1 y n r2
 .  . .  .  .1 y 2 s n y 1. Thus ¨ n y 3 ! s n y 1 y ¨ n y 1 s n y ¨ n y2 2 2
 . .  .  .2, ¨ nr2 y 3 ! s nr2 y ¨ nr2 y 2 s nr2 y ¨ n y 1, and2 2 2
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 . .  . w  . x¨ nr2 ! s nr2 y 1. We have that ¨ c s n y ¨ n y 2 y2 2 ny3, n r2y3 2
w  . x w xnr2 y ¨ n y 1 y nr2 y 1 s 0, proving that c is odd. Now2 ny3, n r2y3
 .  .  .  .c s c nr2 r nr2 y 2 , so ¨ c s ¨ nr2ny3, n r2y2 ny3, n r2y3 2 ny3, n r2y2 2
 .  .y ¨ nr2 y 2 s ¨ n y 2 G 1, the last inequality because n G 8.2 2
Of course, Proposition 4.14 proves Proposition 4.13 and hence Theorem
4.6. This proves Theorem 4.11 and hence Theorem 4.1.
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